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The ability to accurately and reproducibly quantify 
mycobacteria in a cost-effective manner is essential 
for both basic and applied tuberculosis (TB) research. 
In immunology, laboratory-based experiments are 
frequently performed to compare the effect of regulatory 

T-cells on mycobacterial kill under different conditions.[1] In diag-
nostics research, bacilli in different specimens are often quantified 
to calculate the required limit of detection[2] or investigate whether 
in paucibacillary specimens (e.g. pleural fluid) a biomarker-based 
approach may be optimal.[3,4] In clinical research, the quantity of 
mycobacteria (bacillary load) is a predictor of disease severity,[5] 
clinical outcome,[6,7] and risk of transmission.[8-10] A variety of tools 
exist for quantifying bacillary load in specimens. However, there are 
few data about their comparative utility and cost.

In this edition of the South African Respiratory Journal, Pooran 
and colleagues compare the cost of five methods (BACTEC MGIT 
960 culture, manual colony counts on solid agar, radio-labelled uracil 
incorporation assays, luciferase reporter construct bioluminescence, 
and the Xpert MTB/RIF real-time PCR test) for the determination of 
mycobacterial load in a research setting. This is a follow-on study to 
their previous publication,[11] which evaluated the turnaround time, 
limit of detection, dynamic range, reproducibility and discriminative 
ability of each technique. 

Collectively, these two studies show that automated liquid culture 
is the most sensitive technique (~10 CFU/mL), with the highest 
reproducibility and discriminatory power, for a cost of approximately 
R240 per sample. The luminescence assay, which requires inserting 
a gene into Mycobacterium tuberculosis cells and quantifying the 
intensity of the expressed luminescent protein, was rapid and the least 
costly technique (R155), as it required the least hands-on time, but had 
a higher limit of detection than liquid culture (~100 v. 10 CFU/mL). 
Conversely, the radio-labelled uracil assay and the automated Xpert 
MTB/RIF assay were the most expensive methods (R349 and R388, 
respectively), with costs chiefly driven by expensive capital equipment 
and, in the case of Xpert MTB/RIF, the additional cost of the cartridge. 
Although both tests were able to provide results in hours, the uracil 
assay had a limit of detection 10-fold higher than Xpert MTB/
RIF (~1 000 v. 100 CFU/mL) and Xpert MTB/RIF was more user-
friendly. Although sensitive (<10 CFU/mL), manual colony counts 
were expensive (R385), and the results are only available after several 
weeks.

The authors conclude that the choice of test depends on the 
application. Where highly sensitive, accurate results are required and 
time is not an issue, liquid culture is suitable. If results are required 
within hours, a small offset in sensitivity is acceptable, and the extra 
expense affordable, then more rapid, user-friendly assays such as 

Xpert MTB/RIF are ideal. Finally, it is important to note that in clinical 
settings where TB diagnostics are routinely performed, information 
about mycobacterial load is generated from both liquid culture (time-
to-positivity) and Xpert MTB/RIF (cycle threshold values).
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EDITORIAL

How should laboratories measure mycobacterial load?


